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R E M O T E  I N S T R U C T I O N  U P D A T E 

 

Date:   March 22, 2020 

From:   Mrs. Kathryn M. Jensen, Principal 

To:  Middle School (5-8) Grade Parents 

RE:  Remote Instruction March 23
rd

-April 9
th

  

 

In these uncertain times living through an unprecedented situation, I would like to begin by thanking 

each and every one of you for your patience, flexibility, positivity, and gratitude.  While I wish I could 

take away the stress and fear that surrounds this situation, I can honestly say that there is no better 

community of people to be “in it” with than the Sacred Heart community.  The first week of remote 

learning was a success due to the hard work of our incredible staff as well as our families at home.  You 

have given me every confidence that we will get through these next few weeks with great success! 

 

As you know, in a conversation with the superintendent on Thursday, March 19
th

, it was decided that all 

schools in Burlington County should remain in remote learning mode for the next few weeks and should 

not open in our traditional setting before April 20
th

.  Please note that we will still be on Easter break from 

April 10
th

-April 17
th

.  There will be no remote instruction for those dates.  I’m sure we can all agree that 

we will need that time off to focus on our faith and our family—we have much to be grateful for, indeed! 

 

That being said, the time between now and then is most excitedly time ON!  Our teachers have been 

hard at work to develop a plan for continued learning during our time apart.  While we had a plan in 

place for a 2 week closure, we are all eager to rev up our plan to insure delivery of new content while we 

are apart which will include real-time lessons with our staff over Zoom and Google Classroom.  At the 

core of quality education is relationship.  This time of social distancing is inspiring new ways to not just 

maintain, but indeed build those relationships 

 

Daily lessons will continue to be pushed out via our school website—thank you for checking this daily!  

We will be following a loose schedule for our middle school so that live lessons are not double booked. 

Knowing, however, that many of our families are sharing devices, those lessons will be made available to 

our students in the event that a student cannot “attend” the class.   

 

Overall, you can expect approximately 4 hours of time on task each day.  Beginning the week of March 

30
th

, we will also be offering enrichment classes!  The week of the 30
th

, I will also be hosting seminars that 

will cover the content of the Religion curriculum.  This plan will be reviewed in detail during our (virtual) 

Parent Meeting on Monday, March 23
rd

 (details sent via email).  While we are happy to provide 

instruction, we recognize that it is parents who are tasked with carrying it out.  Our collaboration at this 

time is essential to our students’ success!  We look forward to this time together so that we can all best 

meet the needs of our students. 

 



Let’s also remember that at the core of all of this is our health and safety.  Our students are learning new 

things in new ways—which in and of itself is an invaluable lesson!  The same content may not get 

delivered in the same way and in the same time frame as it has in years past.  But I am increasingly 

excited to see the new ways we can engage and inspire our students!   

 

Thank you for your continued partnership!  It will be a wonderful adventure to support you and work 

with you as we navigate learning at a social distance together! 

 

Let us again entrust our students and our world to the intercession of St. Luke! 

 

Our Lady, Health of the Sick, pray for us! 

 
And, in light of our continued learning, St. Thomas Aquinas, patron of all students, pray for us! 

 


